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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 7:01 p.m. on Sept. 24

*positive test results

6

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

18

Cumulative
Residential Cases*

21

Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

26

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

Geoscience professors participate in study of prehistoric
mass extinction
by Samuel Katz

STAFF WRITER
samuel.katz@uconn.edu

This week, Tracy Frank, head
of the University of Connecticut
Department of Geosciences, and
Christopher Fielding, a geoscience
professor, were part of a published
report detailing the impact of toxic
microbe growths on the Permian
mass extinction over 250 million
years ago, a UConn Today article
reported.
The Permian extinction is believed to have been caused by a
massive series of volcanic eruptions in modern Siberia. The event
resulted in over 90% of species
on Earth dying — more than the
asteroid that wiped out the dinosaurs.
“Our work is focused on rocks
along the east coast of Australia
because they preserve a complete
record of the environment on land
at the time of the catastrophe,”
Frank said. “Forest-mire ecosystems (swamps) that had ﬂourished
for millions of years were devastated over a short time period.”
The volcanoes contributed massive amounts of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere, choking out land
vegetation, as well as raising the
temperature. Both of these factors

contribute to the growth of algae
and microbes such as cyanobacteria, according to UConn Today.
“The algae and other microbes
converge on those food resources,
use up all the free oxygen in the
water body and it then becomes

both toxic and anoxic (lacking in
oxygen) so that animals that rely
on oxygen die en masse,” Fielding
said.
While algal blooms happen naturally, the sudden spread of these
toxic blooms from the volcanoes

mimic the trends in current bodies of water. The 2021 report from
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change states that rising carbon dioxide levels directly
caused by human activities will
create more of these algal blooms

Artistic rendering of end of Permian era, approximately 250 million years ago by Victor Leshyk.

and threaten aquatic life.
“Any undergraduate students
interested in pursuing studies
of past environmental crises can
apply to graduate programs here
or at other universities,” Fielding
said.
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COVID-19 creates dire US shortage of teachers, school staff
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — One
desperate California school district is sending ﬂyers home in
students’ lunchboxes, telling parents it’s “now hiring.” Elsewhere,
principals are filling in as crossing
guards, teachers are being offered
signing bonuses and schools are
moving back to online learning.
Now that schools have welcomed
students back to classrooms, they
face a new challenge: a shortage of
teachers and staff the likes of which
some districts say they have never
seen.
Public schools have struggled for
years with teacher shortages, particularly in math, science, special
education and languages. But the
coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated the problem. The stress of
teaching in the COVID-19 era has
triggered a spike in retirements
and resignations. Schools also need
to hire staffers like tutors and special aides to make up for learning
losses and more teachers to run
online school for those not ready to
return.
Teacher shortages and difficulties filling openings have been reported in Tennessee, New Jersey
and South Dakota, where one district started the school year with
120 teacher vacancies. Across Texas, the main districts in Houston,
Waco and elsewhere reported hundreds of teaching vacancies at the
start of the year.
Several schools nationwide have
had to shut classrooms because of a
lack of teachers.
In Michigan, Eastpointe Community Schools abruptly moved its
middle school back to remote learning this week because it doesn’t
have enough teachers. The small
district north of Detroit has 43 positions vacant — a quarter of its
teaching staff. When several mid-
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dle school teachers resigned without notice last week, the district
shifted to online classes to avoid
sending in unqualified substitutes,
spokeswoman Caitlyn Kienitz said.
“You don’t want just an adult
who can pass a background check,
you want a teacher in front of your
kids,” Kienitz said. “This is obviously not ideal, but we’re able to
make sure they’re getting each subject area from a teacher certified to
teach it.”
According to a June survey of
2,690 members of the National Education Association, 32% said the
pandemic drove them to plan to
leave the profession earlier than
expected. Another survey by the
RAND Corp. said the pandemic exacerbated attrition, burnout
and stress on teachers, who were
almost twice as likely as other
employed adults to feel frequent
job-related stress and almost three
times more likely to experience depression.
The lack of teachers is “really a
nationwide issue and definitely a
statewide issue,” said Linda Darling-Hammond, president of California’s State Board of Education.
A school district in California’s
West Contra Costa County is considering hiring out-of-state math
educators to teach online while a
substitute monitors students in
person.
“This is the most acute shortage
of labor we have ever had,” associate superintendent Tony Wold
said. “We opened this year with 50
— that’s five-zero — teaching positions open. That means students
are going to 50 classrooms that do
not have a permanent teacher.”
There are an additional 100
openings for non-credentialed but
critical staff like instructional aides
— who help English learners and
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special needs students — custodians, cafeteria workers and others,
Wold said.
California’s largest district, Los
Angeles Unified with 600,000 students, has more than 500 teacher
vacancies, a fivefold increase from
previous years, spokeswoman
Shannon Haber said.
Schools try to fill in with substitutes, but they’re in short supply,
too. Only about a quarter of the
pool of 1,000 qualified substitutes
is willing to work in Fresno Unified, said Nikki Henry, a spokeswoman for the central California
district with 70,000 students and
12,000 staffers.
At Berkeley High School, a shortage of substitutes means teachers
are asked to fill in during their prep
periods, leading to exhaustion and
burnout typically not felt at the
start of a school year.
“We are absolutely strained.
This has been an incredibly stressful start to the year,” said Hasmig
Minassian, a ninth-grade teacher
who describes physical and mental exhaustion as she tries to juggle
staffing needs and the emotional
needs of students who are showing
signs of more mental fragility and
learning loss.
“It doesn’t feel like there are
enough adults on these campuses to keep kids really safe. We feel
short-staffed in a way we’ve never
felt before,” she said. “You know
the early videos of nurses crying in
their cars? I kind of expect those to
come out about teachers.”
The California shortages range
from dire to less severe in places
that planned ahead and beat the
competition, but those are the minority, said Darling-Hammond of
the board of education.
In a new twist, money is not the
main problem. School districts
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have the funds to hire additional
staff, thanks to billions in federal
and state pandemic relief funding.
There just aren’t people applying.
“We’re all competing for a
shrinking piece of the pie,” said
Mike Ghelber, assistant superintendent at the Morongo Unified
School District in the Mojave Desert, which has more than 200 openings for special education aides,
custodians, cafeteria workers and
others. “I don’t know if everybody
is getting snatched up, or if they
don’t want to teach in the COVID
era, but it’s like the well has dried
up.”
The district of 8,000 students has
ads in newspapers, radio and social
media. Teachers are packing “now
hiring” ﬂyers into kids’ lunchboxes, with a long list of openings so
families can spread the word. In
the meantime, everyone is pitching
in.
“Principals and administrators
are out being crossing guards.
Secretaries are directing traffic because we’re short on supervisors,”
Ghelber said.
The shortages raise concerns
that schools will hire underqualified teachers, particularly in
low-income communities where
it’s already harder to fill positions,
Darling-Hammond said.
Class sizes also are expanding.
Mount Diablo Unified School
District, which serves 28,000 students east of San Francisco, has
had to fill several elementary
school classrooms at the maximum
capacity of 32 students. It’s not ideal for social distancing but frees up
teachers for online school.
About 150 kids initially signed
up for distance learning, but with
spiking infections blamed on the
highly contagious delta variant,
the number ballooned to 600 when
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school reopened. The same happened in Fresno, where enrollment
in remote learning exploded to
3,800 from 450.
Superintendent Adam Clark
said the Mount Diablo district is
offering $5,000 signing bonuses for
speech pathologists and $1,500 for
paraeducators who help students
with learning needs.
San Francisco Unified is offering a similar starting bonus for 100
paraeducator jobs. Nearby West
Contra Costa County Unified has
set $6,000 signing bonuses for
teachers, with a third paid out after
the first month and rest when the
teacher enters year three.
Districts in Oklahoma, North
Carolina, New Jersey and elsewhere are offering a range of cash
incentives for new teachers, particularly in low-income and low-performing schools.
Of a dozen officials interviewed
in California districts, only one
said it was facing no shortages.
Long Beach Unified, the state’s
fourth-largest district with over
70,000 students, anticipated the
need last spring for a hiring spree
of about 400 jobs.
“We went full aggressive,” assistant superintendent David Zaid
said, including beefing up human
resources for a 24-hour turnaround
on contract offers.
A virtual interview team worked
through the summer. Recruitment
events drew hundreds of applicants, and as HR employees met
hiring benchmarks, they got rewards like catered breakfasts and
an ice cream truck.
“We probably would have experienced the same shortages as
others,” Zaid said. “But we became
much more assertive, and as a result, we are not in the same position.”
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Families recount trauma at sentencing for school shooter
DENVER (AP) — A judge on
Friday sentenced a former student
to life in prison without parole for
a 2019 shooting inside a suburban
Denver high school that killed one
teenager and injured eight others,
telling the defendant he had shown
no remorse and had failed to help a
devastated community understand
his actions.
Devon Erickson, now 20, was
convicted in June of 46 charges,
including first-degree murder in
the death of Kendrick Castillo, an
18-year-old senior hailed as a hero
for trying to stop the attack on a
classroom at STEM School Highlands Ranch, south of Denver.
Prosecutors said Erickson partnered with fellow student Alec
McKinney in the May 7, 2019,
shooting. McKinney told investigators that he planned the attack for
weeks and intended to target classmates who repeatedly mocked him
because he was transgender, according to court documents. Since
Erickson was 18 at the time of the
attack, he faced a mandatory life
sentence.
After a lengthy and emotional
hearing in which survivors shared
their pain, trauma and disruptions to their lives, Judge Theresa
Michelle Slade added hundreds of
years of prison time to Erickson’s
life sentence for multiple charges
of attempted murder and other
counts.
Wearing handcuffs, a red-andwhite-striped prison suit and a
blue mask amid the coronavirus
pandemic, Erickson displayed virtually no emotion except for blowing his nose into his mask after
sentencing. But just after his parents, sister and grandfather told
him they loved him in their testimony, his voice broke when the
judge asked if he wanted to speak.
He declined.
“I don’t think there is anything I
can say to you, Mr. Erickson, that

John Castillo talks to the press after STEM School Highlands Ranch shooter Devon Erickson was sentenced
to life in prison without parole at the Robert Christensen Justice Center Friday, Sept. 17, 2021 in Castle Rock,
Colo. PHOTO BY ANDY CROSS/THE DENVER POST VIA AP

would make any difference,” Slade
said, recounting how the shooting
had devastated not only those at
the school and their families but
untold numbers of people beyond
the suburban community where
the school is located.
The judge said Erickson never
tried to explain his actions, leaving a gaping hole for a community
seeking at least some sense of closure.
“I don’t believe, Mr. Erickson, at
least for now, that it makes a difference to you,” Slade said. “So what
you do the rest of your life in prison, that’s not on me. It’s on you.”
McKinney, who was 16 at the
time of the shooting, was sentenced
to life in prison last year but could

become eligible for parole after
about 20 years under a program for
juvenile offenders.
Erickson and McKinney targeted a classroom of students sitting
in the dark as they watched a movie at the end of their senior year.
The two entered through separate
doors to maximize the number of
students they could kill, prosecutors said.
Erickson and McKinney concocted a “victim-hero” plan in
which McKinney would either kill
himself or be killed by Erickson,
prosecutors said.
The shootings stopped when
Castillo and two other students,
Joshua Jones and Brendan Bialy, charged Erickson, whose gun

jammed after he fired four times. A
school security guard apprehended McKinney.
Defense attorneys argued that
Erickson was pressured into participating by McKinney, who testified against Erickson after pleading guilty last year. The defense
also suggested that Castillo was
accidentally shot as he pushed Erickson against a wall.
Statements Friday by teachers,
former students, their parents and
Castillo’s mother and father wove a
harrowing picture of lives shattered
by enduring trauma, panic attacks,
recurring nightmares of gunshots,
blood, screams and heavily armed
SWAT teams rescuing those in hiding inside the school.

One teacher said she became so
frightened of working with older students and worrying about
what they might do that she now
teaches younger children.
Jones and Bialy, who were shot
while helping Castillo subdue Erickson, didn’t hide their disgust.
“He killed Kendrick, and he
didn’t care,” Jones said, nearly
heaving at the witness stand. “I
would implore you to put him in
jail for as long as you can.”
“The defendant is a loser,” Bialy
said. “He walked into a classroom,
armed, with vulnerable students,
and he lost.”
Castillo’s parents, John and Maria Castillo, proudly, if painfully, described their son as an only
child who was happy — a young
man of faith always ready to help
others.
“We don’t want to forget Kendrick, but it’s an emotional journey
that most people will never understand, and I hope they don’t,”
John Castillo said.
Defense attorney David Kaplan insisted that Erickson was
“exceptionally remorseful.” Witnesses and family described him
as an unselfish and cheerful person who helped others and loved
school, a jazz singer who gave lessons to younger students — and
someone who fell under the sway
of McKinney.
Erickson’s father, Jim Erickson,
read aloud the names of those
injured and apologized to them,
teachers, students, law enforcement and the broader community.
“We pray for these people every
day,” he said, crying. “We hope
that they can find peace, and we
hope that they can find forgiveness — and I know that’s a hard
ask, forgiveness.”
At his sentencing last year,
McKinney said he did not want leniency. But he also suggested the
shooting was Erickson’s idea.

House to try suspending cap on borrowing authority next week
(AP) — House Democrats said
Friday they planned to take action
next week to suspend the cap on
the government’s borrowing authority, and the White House ratcheted up pressure on Republicans
by warning state and local governments that severe cuts lie ahead if
the measure fails in the Senate.
Disaster relief, Medicaid, infrastructure grants, school money
and other programs face drastic
cuts if the debt limit stays in place,
the White House warned in a fact
sheet to local governments aimed
at putting pressure on Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell, who has vowed to block an
increase.
Democrats in the House are
plowing forward despite the uncertainty. House Majority Leader
Steny Hoyer of Maryland sent a let-

ter Friday to colleagues saying the
chamber would move to suspend
the debt limit, instead of raising it.
He did not specify whether the action would be tied to a resolution to
keep the government operating after the fiscal year ends this month.
The Treasury Department has
engaged in extraordinary measures to keep the government running after the suspended debt limit
was reinstated in August at a level
of $22 trillion, about $6 trillion less
than the current total debt load.
Treasury’s extraordinary measures will be exhausted by October,
creating the potential for default.
The debt limit is the amount of
money Congress allows the Treasury to borrow. It was suspended
three times during the Trump administration and has been lifted
dozens of times since 1960. Creat-
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ed at the start of World War I so
Congress would no longer need to
approve each bond issuance, the
debt limit has evolved into a political weapon as borrowing has
sharply escalated over the past two
decades.
McConnell has said he will not
sanction further increases and that
the Democrats have the ability to
go it alone.
“With a Democratic President,
a Democratic House, and a Democratic Senate, Democrats have every tool they need to raise the debt
limit,” the Kentucky senator tweeted on Wednesday. “It is their sole
responsibility. Republicans will
not facilitate another reckless, partisan taxing and spending spree.”
President Joe Biden has countered that Republicans are to
blame for the rising deficit and that

his plans for child care, schooling,
health care, infrastructure and
adapting to climate change will be
fully paid for in the long term.
“Let me remind you, these are
the same folks who just four years
ago passed the Trump tax cut,”
Biden said in Thursday remarks at
the White House. “It just ballooned
the federal deficit.”
With the total debt standing
at $28.4 trillion, the government
would be forced to cut deeply into
programs unless the restrictions
on borrowing are lifted or suspended. The risk of a recession and turmoil in the financial market would
make it harder for states and cities
to borrow, while also playing havoc
with public pension investments.
The U.S. Conference of Mayors
on Friday called for a debt ceiling
increase, embracing Biden’s stance
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that the issue should be bipartisan.
“Both parties in Washington
have added to our debt, and both
parties have an obligation to make
sure the United States can continue
to pay its bills,” said Nan Whaley,
the Democratic mayor of Dayton,
Ohio, and president of the conference. “This is one of the most basic
responsibilities of Congress, and
there is no good reason for lawmakers to create a crisis that undermines the full faith and credit of
the United States.”
The Biden administration’s fact
sheet makes the case that the pain
would be spread among the states
because many programs rely on
federal dollars. The government’s
ability to respond to natural disasters such as hurricanes, earthquakes or wildfires would be curtailed.
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Florida makes quarantine optional for exposed students
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — A day
after assuming his job, Florida’s
newly appointed surgeon general
on Wednesday signed new protocols allowing parents to decide
whether their children should
quarantine or stay in school if
they are asymptomatic after being
exposed to someone who has tested positive for COVID-19.
The new guidelines signed by
Dr. Joseph Ladapo also tweaked
the state’s prohibition against
school mask mandates, prompting an administrative law judge to
dismiss a lawsuit against the old
rule that had been filed by various
school boards.
In terms of quarantine rules,
Ladapo eliminated previous mandates requiring students to quarantine for at least four days off
campus if they’ve been exposed.
Under the new guidelines, students who have been exposed
can continue going to campus,
“without restrictions or disparate
treatment,” provided they are asymptomatic. They can also quarantine, but no longer than seven
days, provided they do not get
sick.
“Quarantining healthy students
is incredibly damaging for their
educational advancement,” Republican Gov. Ron DeSantis said
Wednesday at a news conference
in Kissimmee. “It’s also disruptive
for families. We are going to be
following a symptoms-based approach.”
The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention says people who get infected can spread
the virus starting from two days
before they have any symptoms.
The CDC recommends that a student should quarantine for 14 days
if they are unvaccinated. They can
shorten the quarantine to seven
days by testing negative, according to the CDC.
The president of a statewide

teachers’ union said school districts need all the tools necessary
to keep children safe.
“Limiting districts’ options
and blocking them from following CDC guidelines is not in the
best interest of the health of our
students, employees or families,”
said Andrew Spar, president of
the Florida Education Association.

DeSantis named Ladapo to the
job on Tuesday. Ladapo, who previously was a UCLA doctor and
health policy researcher, shares
the governor’s approach to managing the coronavirus pandemic.
Like DeSantis, Ladapo has said he
doesn’t believe in school closures,
lockdowns or vaccine mandates.
DeSantis’ administration has
opposed mask and vaccine man-

dates, fought local school boards
over their efforts to require students to wear masks in schools
and championed the use of
monoclonal antibodies as a treatment for those who get sick with
COVID-19.
Unchanged from the earlier
rules are requirements that students with the virus either quarantine for 10 days, receive a neg-

ative test and be asymptomatic
before returning to campus or
offer a doctor’s note granting permission.
As in the previous guidelines,
schools can require masks as long
as students can opt out, though
the new rules add language that
it’s “at the parent or legal guardian’s sole discretion.”

Florida’s newly appointed
surgeon general signed
new protocols allowing
parents to decide
whether their children
should quarantine or
stay in school if they are
asymptomatic after being
exposed to someone who
has tested positive for
COVID-19.

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis speaks at a news conference, Thursday, Sept. 16, 2021, at the Broward Health
Medical Center in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. DeSantis was there to promote the use of monoclonal antibody
treatments for those infected with COVID-19. PHOTO BY WILFREDO LEE/AP

School officials in Alachua,
Broward, Leon and Miami-Dade
and Orange counties recently
challenged the state’s prohibition
against mask mandates. But the
Florida Department of Health argued that its new rule should lead
to the dismissal of the lawsuit that
targeted the old rule. An administrative law judge agreed Wednesday, saying no decision on the
validity of the rule could be made
since it had been repealed.
Alachua County Public Schools
Superintendent Dr. Carlee Simon
called the Department of Health
rule changes “disingenuous.”
“Essentially, the State is responding to the legal challenges
of its rules by repealing them and
creating new ones, with limited
public notice,” Simon said in a
statement.

Biden bets on rapid COVID tests but they can be hard to find
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Joe Biden is betting on millions
more rapid, at-home tests to help
curb the latest deadly wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which is overloading hospitals and threatening
to shutter classrooms around the
country.
But the tests have already disappeared from pharmacy shelves in
many parts of the U.S., and manufacturers warn it will take them
weeks to ramp up production, after
scaling it back amid plummeting demand over the summer.
The latest shortage is another painful reminder that the U.S.
has yet to successfully manage its
COVID-19 testing arsenal, let alone
deploy it in the type of systematic
way needed to quickly crush outbreaks in schools, workplaces and
communities.
Experts say encouraging signs
last spring led to false confidence
about the shrinking role for tests:
falling case numbers, rising vaccination rates and guidance from
health officials that vaccinated people could largely skip testing. Officials recently reversed that advice as
cases and deaths driven by the delta
variant surged anew.
“For all of us, there was a combination of optimism and hubris in the
June timeframe that led us believe
this was over,” said Mara Aspinall, a
health industry researcher at Arizona State University who has become
a leading authority on COVID-19
testing supplies.
Colorado’s Mesa County is among
the local governments that have
stopped offering rapid tests as part
of their free testing programs for the
general public.
“We were seeing shortages in the

tests across the county, so we are
really prioritizing supplies for
our school districts to have quick
turnaround for testing, to help
them if needed,” said Stefany
Busch, a county spokeswoman.
She noted that tests that are processed in laboratories — which
take longer to give results — remain plentiful.
Indeed, parts of the U.S. testing system are faring better than
during prior surges. The large
commercial labs that process the
majority of tests performed at
hospitals and testing sites still report plenty of capacity. Labcorp,
one of the biggest laboratory
chains, said last week it was delivering results for 150,000 tests
daily, with the ability to double
that number.
Still, rapid tests have a clear advantage in that they can be done
anywhere and have a 20-minute turnaround time, but most
school testing programs still rely
on tests processed in labs, which
return results in a day or two.
In general, the U.S. has been
far more cautious about embracing rapid, at-home testing technology compared to countries
like Britain that have rolled it out
widely. The Food and Drug Administration has authorized only
about a half-dozen such tests,
compared with more than 400
laboratory tests. Many experts,
including FDA regulators, still
consider laboratory technology
the “gold standard” for accuracy
because it can detect even minute
levels of virus in the nose.
But in his speech this month
announcing sweeping new vaccine mandates, Biden highlight-
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ed rapid tests, saying the government would purchase 280 million of
them, as he also called on all schools
to set up regular testing programs.
Biden said the federal government
will use the Defense Production Act
to ensure manufacturers have the
raw materials they need to make
tests.
If those plans sound familiar, it’s
because they were part of Biden’s
original strategy for dealing with
COVID-19 released in January.
A spokeswoman for the Department of Health and Human Services said the latest actions “build
on earlier initiatives” as the delta
variant-driven surge boosts testing
demand.
HHS has announced few details of
the $2 billion-plan to purchase rapid
tests. For now, retail chains like CVS
and Walgreens have placed limits on
how many at-home tests customers
can buy.
Abbott Laboratories — the country’s largest rapid test maker — said
it is currently producing “tens of
millions” of its BinaxNOW tests per
month and working to increase capacity in coming weeks.
The New York Times recently reported that over the summer Abbott
shut down one of its factories, laid
off employees and destroyed some
testing components.
Abbott said those decisions came
after vaccinations climbed and demand for testing plunged. The destroyed supplies had limited shelf
life and were not viable for sale in
the U.S. or for donation overseas, according to Abbott.
“It is now very clear that testing is
a necessary companion to vaccines
and Abbott is ramping up again,”
said a company spokesperson.
The Biden administration’s purchase plans should help stabilize
supplies. But testing experts said
the government could have stepped
in months ago.
“We can’t let the market determine our testing supplies, which
is what happened here,” said Scott
Becker of the Association of Public
Health Laboratories. “These tests
are essential for public health pur-

poses, so we have to have supply at
all times.”
Becker’s group and others have
seen testing demand increasing for
weeks. And while labs are still operating well below levels seen last
winter, there are unknowns, including how Biden’s push for increased
testing at schools and workplaces
will impact them.
Testing policies vary widely by
schools and states. Some districts
regularly screen all students — including in Los Angeles, Baltimore
and San Antonio. But many more
districts do no testing at all.
A recent survey of 100 large districts found fewer than 15% required
any testing for students. That’s despite $10 billion in federal funds
made available last spring to set up
testing programs.
Many districts said the benefits
of frequent testing didn’t outweigh
the logistical headaches of setting
up programs and quarantining students. Some states even attempted
to return testing funds to the federal
government.

The Biden plan has no penalties
for schools that don’t test, a factor
that may limit uptake
To make rapid tests more affordable big retailers like WalMart and Kroger have agreed to
sell them at a 35% discount for the
next three months. But the cheapest test — Abbott’s BinaxNOW —
would still sell for about $15 for a
two-pack, out of reach for some
families looking to frequently test
themselves.
Other tests will cost $35 or more
even after the discount.
That’s far different from countries like Britain and Germany that
either distribute rapid tests for free
or for prices in the low single digits.
But with the federal government
investing billions in rapid tests,
testing advocates are hopeful that
more options — and cheaper ones
— could eventually hit the market.
“When you’re not winning a war
you need to change your strategy,
and I think this is a terrific first
step to do that,” said Aspinall.

This image provided by Abbot in September 2021 shows packaging for
their BinaxNOW self test for COVID-19. President Joe Biden is betting
on millions more rapid, at-home tests to help curb the latest deadly
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, which is overloading hospitals and
threatening to shutter classrooms around the country. But the tests
have already disappeared from pharmacy shelves in many parts of
the U.S., and manufacturers warn it will take them weeks to ramp up
production, which was slashed after demand for the tests plummeted
over the summer of 2021. PHOTO COURTESY OF ABBOT VIA AP
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Editorial

Neag high school
initiative a great
first step, but
indicates larger
problems

A

fter Connecticut mandated all high
schools must offer an elective course
on Black and Latinx history, professor Alan Marcus in the University
of Connecticut Neag School of Education developed a website to help
high school teachers teach it. In a UConn Today article,
Marcus was quoted as saying that the high school
teachers were not prepared to teach these classes.
The work that Marcus and everyone else from Neag
has contributed to this program is very important and
will better the education of many high school students.
While this help cannot be understated, the fact that
this website had to be created in the first place raises
significant concerns about Connecticut’s education
system.
Schools should empower and equip teachers with
the ability to properly educate their students. In the
aforementioned UConn Today article, Marcus said
high school teachers were “prepared to teach U.S.
history very broadly, but this is very narrow.” From
the perspective of the education system, why is the
history of Black and Latinx peoples more difficult to
incorporate into U.S. history?
In December 2020, Governor Ned Lamont announced all Connecticut high schools would be required to have history courses focusing on Black and
Latinx history. However, the requirement is merely
that the courses are available as electives, not that they
are mandatory. In many cases, what this likely means
is if there are not enough students interested in the
course, the school will not be able to offer it. Otherwise,
a course may be offered but under-resourced due to
a lack of interest. This threatens to become an issue,
particularly in predominantly white school districts.

“Schools should empower
and equip teachers with
the ability to properly
educate their students.”
Programs mandating the introduction of electives
which explore the experience of marginalized peoples
demonstrate the failure of existing curriculum to include all populations in history. An equitable education
system would not explore separate electives for each
marginalized group throughout history, but would
instead teach history by exploring the experiences
and contributions of all peoples. Efforts to implement
such electives show the history currently being taught
is white history.
It would be much more beneficial for U.S. history
courses to incorporate the analysis of intersectionality,
which examines the ways in which different forms of
violence intersect and overlap, thus creating unique
identities and experiences. This perspective wouldbolster students’ abilities to not only understand how
oppression and systemic violence endure, but also how
they impact many different communities to this day.
Although the website created by Neag is extremely
helpful, it is a quick-fix to a much deeper, significant
problem. Instead, the state — and the nation as a whole
— should work to fix the education system in general
and change how history is taught to be more inclusive of
the perspectives of people of color. High school teachers
must be prepared to teach these subjects,which should
not remain as mere opt-in electives. Black and Latinx
history is a significant part of U.S. history, and the
importance of learning about this aspect of history
cannot be trivialized.

I never want to hear you talk
about income inequality again
by Isadore Johnson
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
isadore.johnson@uconn.edu

In this article, I will argue through four
different frameworks — natural rights,
Marxism, social justice and intertemporal
egalitarianism — why income inequality
should be seen as a nonsense political issue, at least in the United States.
By exploring these perspectives, I hope
to demonstrate 1) property rights are important; 2) self-professed “egalitarians” at
college shouldn’t be listened to; 3) open
borders are essential, even if this makes
the middle class worse off; 4) economic
growth is a moral imperative. Ultimately,
the public should be radically more open to
immigration, and much less concerned with
income inequality within the U.S. Politicians
like Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump,
who argue against free trade and open borders should be looked at with moral horror.
I never want to hear you talk about income inequality again. Robert Nozick, a
prominent 20th-century philosopher, examines natural rights in his famous publication, “Anarchy, State, and Utopia.” Nozick
argues we have limited obligations to each
other. Our basic obligations are not to use
force, fraud or theft against each other. Going beyond that, at least politically, begins to
push us into a situation where we are unable
to have our rights upheld. When government taxes us to try and push for optimal
distributions of rights, in effect, they steal
our time, money and freedom. As individual rational agents, we are entitled to our own
lives. Insofar as we cooperate, and fail to violate other peoples’ rights, whatever income
distribution we have is legitimate.
Applying this reasoning to borders is
something many have trouble understanding. Land in the United States is not collectively owned; instead, it is owned by individuals. Insofar as I, an individual, own
my property, I should be allowed to rent it
to anyone, including people who currently live outside the country. Infringing on
how I use my property is a violation of my
rights. These rights also extend to business.
If I choose to hire a recent immigrant who is
not in a union, I am not violating the rights
of anyone. When a union tries to pass laws
that prevent me from being able to hire other people because of the possible harms to
members, it effectively violates my rights.
I’m entitled to whatever I and people who
work with me agree upon. Because I’m
free to use money how I want, income inequality is none of your business.
I never want to hear you talk about
income inequality. A second criticism of
income inequality comes from left-wing
wunderkind and Marxist philosopher
G.A Cohen. Cohen famously argues there’s
something peculiar about rich egalitarians.
He offers a few reasons why rich egalitarians are somewhat contradictory. If you’re
rich, why not promote egalitarianism if you
believe it?
If rich egalitarians should be obligated
to donate their excess money, why should
moderately rich egalitarians be left off the
hook? They shouldn’t. Every college student and professor who protests inequality
should take a hard look at themselves in the
mirror. The average earning of a bachelor’s
degree recipient is $68,000 a year, which
puts them in the 93rd percentile worldwide.

The typical associate degree graduate
earns $49,000 a year, putting them in the
88th percentile globally. The average college professor makes $75,430 annually, falling into the 94th percentile globally — and
enjoys one of the highest statuses in society.
Even assuming tough cases of low-income in college, such as with adjunct labor,

If rich egalitarians should
be obligated to donate their
excess money, why should
moderately rich egalitarians
be left off the hook?
exit options are significantly more plentiful
than in most of the world. Bureau of Labor
statistics show that in 2015, the unemployment rate in the U.S. for master’s degree
holders was 2.4% and 1.7% for PhD holders. This should lead to some perspective.
Arguing about the unfairness of the income distribution of the top 8% of society
is like arguing over which royal gets the
queen’s favor this week. These are ridiculous problems, when compared to actual indigence. People arguing for equality
should donate almost all of their money.
Most goods and services professed egalitarians whine about are not necessary for
a fulfilling life — Netflix, air conditioning,
houses. College degree holders are the
crème de la crème; not the bottom of the
barrel. If self-professed egalitarians really
cared about equality, they would give up
their Starbucks and most of their retirement incomes to donate to the global poor.
If socialists can’t live up to their own values, they shouldn’t lecture others to.
I never want to hear you talk about income inequality again. John Rawls, one of
the most influential of philosophers in the
20th-century, outlines the way to assess
society from behind a “veil of ignorance.”
Knowing nothing about one’s class, race,
sex, natural talents, religious beliefs, individual goals, etc. would encourage two
principles: (1) equal liberty for all and
(2) that social and economic inequalities
would be fine, so long as they were to the
advantage of the least well-off.
No Americans are close to the least welloff in the world. Arguing over upper-class

Second, most egalitarians
in college don’t live by their
principles — if they did, they
wouldn’t gripe over having
the government pay off their
student loans.
scraps obscures obvious truths. Much of
the world is extremely poor. Even if policies like free trade, austerity and open borders destroy the American middle class
(which they don’t end up doing), the gains
to low-income countries around the world
are significantly more important than the
losses to Americans. Insofar as the welfare
state stands in the way of open borders,
the welfare state must go. Economic redistribution within countries has little effect
on the poor compared to the gains of allowing more indigent people in. However,
these gains are often concentrated at the
bottom and the top. So long as this income

inequality boosts the lowest incomes, there
are no grounds to complain.
I never want to hear you talk about income inequality again. Tyler Cowen and
Derek Parfit argue equality among men
must be indifferent to space and time. If all
men are born equal and ought to be treated
equally, being born in a certain neighborhood or time period should have no effect
on your fundamental humanity. Subsequently, it is important to invest in the
future. The power of compound interest
in investing can make the lives of future
people a great deal better, with little cost
to pay in the present.
Stopping climate change and encouraging economic growth are both high
on the list of priorities because the costs of
acting now are significantly less expensive
than waiting for a disaster in the future.
Thus, income should primarily be focused
on the idea of creating positive-sum investment as opposed to distributional concerns.
The rich have a high marginal propensity to
save, whereas many middle and lower-class
people in the United States have a high propensity to consume. The important variable
Cowen considers is a national savings rate,
because the power of compound interest
makes huge differences over time. Cowen
asks us to consider a thought experiment in
his book, “Stubborn Attachments.”
“In economics, there is at least one (hypothetical) example of a free lunch over time,”
Cowen writes. “Economist Frank Knight
wrote of the Crusonia plant, a mythical,
automatically growing crop which creates
more output each period ... A Crusonia
plant, measured in terms of its ability to
produce apples, might grow five percent
each year on net.”
The Crusonia plant Cowen refers to is
our investment in the future. Many investments we make have positive effects, even
if we make too few. Investments, almost by
design, create income inequality, but ultimately raise overall incomes. Though Steve
Jobs made a ton of money by creating the
iPhone, we all benefit from Apple’s technological contributions to the world. Because
this income inequality arises and improves
everyone’s lot in life, there’s good reason to
think ending it would involve destroying
our Crusonia plants and making society
worse off. Our worldwide GDP per capita
is at $18,381. Destroying the incentive to
invest wouldn’t result in institutions that
encourage the wellbeing of future people.
I never want to hear you talk about income inequality again. Reflecting on the
thoughts of these philosophers brings
us to a couple startling conclusions. For
one, anti-immigration policies and other
attempts to maintain the high standard
of U.S. living, such as maintaining a welfare state or forcefully excluding other people’s entry, violate people’s rights. Second,
most egalitarians in college don’t live by
their principles — if they did, they wouldn’t
gripe over having the government pay off
their student loans. Instead, their time and
money should be spent helping those from
unfortunate circumstances. Third, social
justice ideology should avoid looking at
middle-class issues and instead focus on
the least well-off. Finally, economic growth
plays an important role in promoting intertemporal justice and should be seen as a
moral imperative.
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Medical Minds Matter
VALUING THE MENTAL HEALTH OF FUTURE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

by Esther Ju

STAFF WRITER
esther.ju@uconn.edu

“How would you describe the
process of transitioning from a
pre-med student to a doctor?” I
asked my roommate.
“Trauma,” she said.
After being subjected to hours of
biology courses, anatomy lessons
and organic chemistry labs — and
the other countless requirements
for pre-med undergraduate students — hard work doesn’t stop
after graduation. Assuming you’ve
already been accepted, medical
school is the epitome of being put
through the wringer, cramming
to learn everything about human
medicine in four years.
Following that, residency is usually a three to seven-year ordeal
that involves performing all the
tasks of a doctor does, except you
find yourself in a subordinate position, get paid a fraction of what
the average doctor earns. And
once that period ends, finally, you
become a doctor, where handling
people’s lives through trauma,
tragedy and pain becomes a normal part of work life.
In short, being a pre-med student is merely the beginning of a
long and stressful journey toward
a long and stressful career, and
most of your time as a pre-med student is spent dreading what comes
next. Surely all of this takes a toll,
and for some it’s more than others.
As someone who earned his degree
in molecular cell biology, University of Connecticut alum Derek Pan
saw the detrimental effects of this
phenomenon and decided to take
the initiative by founding Medical
Minds Matter.
As described on its website,
“Medical Minds Matter is a volunteer-led startup nonprofit organization that seeks to transform
the narrative of mental health in
the medical field through storytelling, community-building and
grassroots advocacy efforts.” The

organization provides outlets for
members of the medical community around the world through
a platform called “AnonyMed
Initiative,” where members can
share their mental health struggles
anonymously. They strive to promote advocacy through collaborations with institutions and other
organizations, and their goal “is to
become a nationwide movement
with chapters at medical schools
and healthcare workplaces all
across the United States” — UConn included.
The UConn Medical Minds Matter chapter was founded in April
2021 as a place for fellow premed majors to come together and participate in
a community effort to
alleviate the burdens
of the medical journey. General body
meetings are held
biweekly,
with
many new events
and opportunities
lined up for the semester, including
a healthcare panel.
Saumya Vodapally, a seventh-semester molecular and
cell biology and WGSS
double-major, is president of the board. She
went over the plans for the
panel in detail, while also discussing upcoming speakers from
UConn Health and a new mentoring program.
“Whether it be med students,
residents, fellows, physicians or
pre-meds themselves, it’s basically for them to come and speak
about their own struggles and what
they’ve been going through and just
create a safe space for open discussion,” Vodapally said. “We’re also
planning on bringing in some students from the UConn Health chapter and having those med students
come and talk to our pre-meds and
all of us about it. We have a big-little program that we wanna do that

pairs underclassmen with upperclassmen who have similar majors
and similar interests so underclassmen can have someone to talk to
and ask for advice for classes and
just how to go about that process.”
Vodapally went on to describe
her reasoning for joining the chapter.
“I think the reason why I joined
personally is a lot of people close
to me are in the medical field — my
dad, my brother, my sister-in-law —
so it hits really close to home when

I hear about what they’re going
through and I see what they’re going through first-hand,” Vodapally
said. “When I see my own personal friends or roommates going
through the same things, it’s really
hard to see and to know that in this
community in general, a lot of people are going through that but they
don’t have the space to talk about
it. Seeing our friend Derek [Pan]
address that and wanting to create
a safe space for that throughout the
country was something that once I

saw, I definitely wanted to be a part
of.”
Every stage of the medical field,
from starting as an undergraduate
to finishing as a licensed physician
(and even beyond that), is notorious
for causing chronic distress. This
perpetuates the unhealthy assumption that poor mental health ought
to be anticipated and thus glossed
over, rather than acknowledged
and remedied. The board’s vice
president fifth-semester molecular
and cell biology major Sumeet Kadian, provided his insight on the
matter.
“Yesterday at our general body
meeting, we displayed some
statistics,” said Kadian, who
holds an individualized
study in healthcare.
“We have 304 physicians committing
suicide [on average]
each year, which is
double the rate of
the general population. We have
40 percent of physicians
avoiding
seeking care because [of the risk of
losing] their license,
and then a quarter
of pre-meds feeling
stress and anxiety all
the time. Just looking at
these statistics is staggering
enough, but then you begin
to think, ‘Well, physicians are
meant to care for people, right?’
And the irony is that they’re not
caring for themselves.”
When asked about his opinions
on the mental health services offered by UConn, Kadian expressed
that while programs like Student
Health and Wellness have attempted to improve their accessibility,
students are still reluctant to utilize
that accessibility for themselves.
“I think SHaW is trying to make
improvements,” Kadian said. “I
think they’re trying to improve
their hours, they’re trying to improve their accessibility to people.

People know how to access them;
I think it’s making sure people are
comfortable accessing them and
knowing when to access them. Because I feel like sometimes students
think — I’ve seen this in pre-med
culture and I’m sure it expands to
other fields too — people are just
like ‘Oh, what I’m going through is
normal, everybody goes through it,
it’s fine, it’s fine,’ but then they avoid
seeking help because they think it’s
stigmatized or they think it’s wrong
to see it as a problem. So primarily,
the issue boils down to making sure
that students understand it’s okay
to seek help, that it should not be a
problem and that it’s encouraged.”
In answering the same question,
Vodapally emphasized the significance of students taking it upon
themselves to create safe spaces
and look out for each other when
institutional services can’t seem to
offer effective solutions.
“We wanna acknowledge that
there are resources on campus,
but in case those aren’t working,
we can’t just solely rely on those,”
Vodapally said. “It’s kind of working around the system and realizing
that there are flaws in it and those
are inevitable and we can’t really do
that much to change them. So, creating a different outlet, saying ‘Hey,
even if this isn’t working for you,
you can come to us’ — these are
other ways that you can seek that
help and talk to people. We’re here
for you, come talk to us, we’re going
through the same things as you.”
Medical Minds Matter is geared
toward ensuring medical minds
are cared for in the same manner
hey would care for future patients
— that all health, especially mental health, would be prioritized by
those meant to aid it. Building a
community to battle these struggles
together and further each other’s
medical journeys is what the UConn chapter is all about.
For more information regarding
the Medical Minds Matter chapter
at UConn, be sure to visit @mmm_
uconn on Instagram.

JAPANESE INCARCERATION MEMORIALIZED IN SAND
by Edison Escobar
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
edison.escobar@uconn.edu

The deeply personal and historically significant “Animating
Memories of Japanese Incarceration” is the first installment of the
2021 Fall Puppet Forum Series at
the Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry.
The event featured theater artist Kimi Maeda discussing the
creation of her show and giving
some insight into the history of
Japanese American internment
camps in the United States and
her father’s experience living in
one. The forum took place virtually on Sept. 23 and was hosted by
University of Connecticut professor Hana Maruyama.
The forum began with Maeda
describing her show, which is
a 50-minute solo performance.
Maeda’s main medium is sand,
which is spread on the floor and
used by Maeda to draw images.
The live footage is projected behind her intercut with archival
footage for the audience to see.
Maeda doesn’t speak during
the performance, but prerecorded audio, narration, actor readings, interviews and archival
footage are used throughout the
performance. The narrative covers both the history of internment

camps and Maeda’s father’s personal time in an internment camp.
In the United States throughout
the years of 1942-1946, in reaction
to Pearl Harbor, roughly 120,000
people of Japanese ancestry, the
majority of whom were American
citizens, were incarcerated and
placed in internment camps. These
camps were located in states such
as California, Oregon and Washington, states with large populations of Japanese Americans.
The performance also touches on many personal elements of
Maeda and her father’s life, such
as his eventual struggle with Alzheimer’s disease.
“By talking about my dad’s
memory loss and illusions, I think
it opened the piece up for more
people, giving them a different entry point into the story of the internment camps,” said Maeda.
Another big piece of “Animating
Memories of Japanese Incarceration” centers on Maeda’s father’s
interactions with Isamu Noguchi,
a Japanese artist who voluntarily
entered the same internment camp
Maeda’s father was in to help Japanese Americans by teaching them
wood carving and carpentry.
“From very early on, I knew that
I wanted to use sand; I’d used it
once before and had really enjoyed
the versatility of the medium,” said
Maeda. “For a story about Poston,

The Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry presents “Animating Memories of Japanese Incarceration,” which features the theatrical talents of Kimi Maeda. Maeda’s main medium is sand, which is
spread on the floor and used by Maeda to draw images.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF KIMIMAEDA.COM

where all of the internees, especially my dad, mainly remember
the dust and sand of the desert, it
seemed especially appropriate. On
top of that, it connected so well to
the idea of memory as something
that is always slipping away.”
Maeda spoke on how performing her show is a physical experience for her. Instead of placing
the sand on a table like many sand
drawings, Maeda places the sand
on the floor so that she can inter-

act with the sand with her whole
body.
“I think of [the performance]
now as a memorial for my dad and
all of the Japanese Americans who
were interned. Every time I perform it, I have to study the photos of my dad and the camp and I
draw them over and over and over
so that they are committed to my
memory,” said Maeda.
Maeda noted that her performance is a living thing that is al-

ways evolving and not something stagnant like a video that
can be accessed at any time. Audiences see the show and then it
lives in their memories.
“I really wish that the more
people there are who remember
themselves and see themselves
connected to history, the less
likely it is that we will repeat the
same mistakes like the unjust
internment of over 100,000 people,” said Maeda.
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FAVORITE FALL ACTIVITIES
by The DC Life Section
life@dailycampus.com

Apple picking, leaf peeping, flannel sweaters and pumpkin spice
everything. Fall is back and the
Life Section couldn’t be more excited. With Wednesday marking the
first official day of the fall season,
our writers decided to share their
favorite fall activities to help get in
the spirit.

Rebecca Friedman,
Campus Correspondent
Without a doubt, when I think
of fall, I think of the Big E. I was
highly disappointed when the Big
E was cancelled last fall due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Coming to
UConn as an out-of-stater from
New Jersey, I had never heard of
such a thing as the “Big E.” But
when my sorority brought us there
on a sisterhood retreat in the fall of
2018, it absolutely exceeded all my
expectations.
The best way to tackle the insane
amount of food at the Big E is with
a group of friends, so you can try
more and eat less. My favorite, by
far, will always be the loaded baked
potato from the Maine exhibit. It
is build-your-own, with an abundance of toppings that make my
mouth water just thinking about
it. For dessert, the bucket of apple
cider mini donuts is the epitome
of fall. I always love cleansing my
palate at the end with a freshly
squeezed frozen lemonade.
The Big E is the perfect place to go
if you want to experience the entirety of fall in just one day. You can get
the best candid photos, taste endless fall foods and treats, listen to
live performances and go shopping
at numerous pop-up shops (with
the best flannels). Not to mention,
on the drive there, you can soak in
the fall foliage around you.
There are only two weekends left
of the Big E, so make sure to grab
some friends, a big appetite and
buy your tickets ASAP!

Joanne Biju,
Campus Correspondent
Now that it’s fall and I’m cooped
up in a dorm, I am seriously craving
a good baking sesh.
Who doesn’t love pumpkin spice
and everything nice?
There are so many sweet treats
that simply scream fall: apple pie,
pumpkin spice bread, apple cider donuts, pumpkin cheesecake
rolls… the list goes on and on. If you
couldn’t tell, apples and pumpkins
are clearly the stars of the season.
But after having tried UConn Dining’s stellar cranberry muffins, I

Author Rebecca Friedman, seventh-semester communications
and journalism major, and Clare Koch, seventh-semester physiology and neurobiology major, ride on the Ferris wheel at the Big E
in 2019 in autumn.
PHOTOGRAPH PROVIDED BY AUTHOR

may have to reinvent the wheel
when it comes to my go-to fall flavors.
While it's far easier to grab a frozen pie or a box of cake mix from the
grocery store, there’s something so
satisfying about doing it yourself.
Instead of buying a can of pumpkin purée, give roasting a pumpkin
a shot! Or go visit a local apple orchard for your next apple pie!
There’s truly nothing like the
scent of a spiced pumpkin pie
wafting from the oven or licking
the extra batter (despite what your
mother says about contracting salmonella).
As the weather grows colder, it’s
only right to indulge in a freshly
baked treat. Picture this: watching
the latest season of “The Great British Baking Show” with a slice of pie
and hot cider in hand. What more
could you ask for?

Joshua Devin,
Campus Correspondent
Autumn in New England is a sad
affair indeed without the invigorating seasonal delight of pumpkin
spice. My recipe for pumpkin spice
syrup is easy to make at home and
tastes perfect in lattes, on ice cream,

drizzled over a slice of pumpkin pie
or even on the French toast available in the dining halls. Students
over 21 are encouraged to try it in a
zesty vodka soda if they are ready
to graduate from the basic “White
Claw.”
Start by combining 1 cup of demerara sugar (or raw sugar, or 
white sugar and  brown sugar)
with a cup of water in a saucepan
and heat it on medium until all
the sugar is dissolved. Add a couple cracked sticks of cinnamon, a
few cloves and around a quarter
teaspoon (or more, if you prefer)
of ground ginger, nutmeg and allspice. A quarter teaspoon of vanilla
extract goes a long way in this syrup, as do a few drops of almond extract. The especially ambitious can
add a few cracked cardamom pods.
Simmer these ingredients for about
ten minutes before turning off the
heat and letting the mixture sit for a
couple hours. Strain out the solids,
and if you have the time, use a coffee strainer to remove the finer sediment. This syrup will last a week
in the fridge, or up to a month if a
splash of vodka is used as a preservative. I’ve never made this syrup
the same way twice, so feel free to
adjust it to what autumn tastes like
for you. Good luck!
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Hollieats:

Favorite Fall Flavors
Part 2
by Hollianne Lao
LIFE EDITOR
hollianne.lao@uconn.edu

Last year, the Life section hosted a friendly debate about the
flavor profile that best captures
the essence of autumn. I was actually the one who pitched the
idea, and never participated,
so here are my two cents:
I pretty much love
them all equally,
so you’ll get to
hear about
all
of
them,
i n -

cluding my
favorite
products that
feature the flavor. I can’t tell if
seasonal offerings are a
blessing or a curse, because I
might get sick of these flavors
if they were offered year-rounwd. Either way, let’s enjoy them
while they’re here. ww

Perfect
Pumpkin
Love it or hate it, you can’t dispute that when pumpkin products start rolling into stores,
fall is here. Sure, that means
August in many establishments,
but considering pumpkin is only
offered a few months out of the
year, I say let the people have
their fun. Pumpkin is mid- to
top-tier for me in the rankings,
as most of the reason I like it is
for the spices that accompany it:

cinnamon, nutmeg and clove. I’ll
always enjoy pumpkin-flavored
things like pumpkin spice lattes
and pumpkin pie, but I’ll consider other options. Besides those
two, try the pumpkin Belvita.

Charming
Cinnamon

Spoiler alert: cinnamon is my
favorite flavor profile. The good
thing is you can add it to all
of these offerings. Combined with nutmeg
and clove, it’s
such a comforting,
classic
y e t

IMAGE COURTESY OF KENDYLLHILLEGAS.COM

Marvelous
Maple
Maple isn’t usually cited in the
classic fall flavor lineup, but it’s
a favorite in my book. Whenever I see maple-flavored items at
bakeries or for drinks, I have to
try it. Sometimes, the maple isn’t
as strong as I would like or tastes
a bit artificial. But when places
get it right, it tastes like an autumn afternoon. Try the maple
pecan K-cups and the maple leaf
cookies from Trader Joe’s.

complex flavor. And
the smell is
amazing!
My
favorite cinnamon
product is cinnamon
buns, especially variations
like pumpkin cinnamon rolls.
Not a food product, but cinnamon-scented candles are a great
choice for a fall vibe in your
room.

Amazing Apple
There’s nothing more fall than
apple picking. Apple orchards
are magical: harvest some apples, buy some apple cider, apple
cider donuts and apple pie. It’s a
fun experience for you, friends
or family. I don’t like actual apples, but I love the cinnamon
spice apple products are always
made with. I prefer apple crisp to
apple pie, but honestly, you can’t
go wrong if it’s freshly made.
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Opinion StudyBreak
Photo of the Day | Love with pride

Students pose with flags and signs promoting LGBTQIA+ inclusion on Fairfield Way in front of religious demonstrators Tuesday. The demonstrators preached anti-abortion, anti-evolution and anti-LGBTQIA+ views outside the Student Union. PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Los Angeles
Crossword

Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis

ACROSS
1 Acid
4 Pine product
7 Swell
12 First name in
pharmaceuticals
13 Irritated, with “on”
14 90% of Earth’s
volcanic rock
15 Otolaryngologist’s
colleagues?
17 Reach for rudely
18 Home-awayfrom-home
vacation
19 Departure notice?
21 Historic period
22 PIN points
24 Big name in
databases
26 Solid vestment
choice?
30 Water in the
Seine
31 Rejoices
32 Foot specialist?
35 Like burnt coffee
37 Member of a
noted sailing trio
38 LGBTQ activist
George
39 Hershey toffee
bar
40 Home of The
Trop
42 Clean Water Act
org.
43 Rodent reduction
measure?
46 One getting
smashed at a
bash
47 Big Island coffee
region
48 Faux follower
49 Servers at affairs
51 Donation drop-off
site
55 Afghanistan’s
national airline
57 Minuscule biters,
and a clue to
understanding
15-, 26- and
43-Across
59 They take things
in stride
60 Nice ways to say
yes
61 Patel of “Lion”
62 __-pop: electronic
music genre
63 Test for M.A.
seekers
64 Medium claim

DOWN
1 Not a nice look
2 Pole, e.g.
3 Gossip
4 Lipton product
5 Branch or limb
6 Currency of
25-Down
7 It may be
closed at last
call
8 Winner of the
most medals
at the 2020
Olympics
9 Tiny office
printer
10 Screen
problem
11 Sundance’s
sweetie
13 Squirmed
14 Certain breakdancers
16 Attract
20 Where hands
may be brought
together
23 Double, often
25 Birthplace of
Gloria Estefan
26 Poured-over
leaves
27 Cybersecurity
concern

28 2021 musical
contest held in
Rotterdam
29 Get away to get
together
33 Default result
34 Old phone feature
36 Decrease?
38 Sneaks
40 Hindu teachings
41 __ Roll
44 Set in motion
45 Format for much
’80s music

Sudoku
1 2
Level

3

4

46 Bash
48 Word with hall
and press
50 Make out, in
Britain
52 “Hey __”: classic
hit
53 Iowa college
town
54 Request on an
invitation
56 River isle
58 Collective
pronoun

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Solution to Thursday’s puzzle

9/24/21

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
A BOOK CALLED ‘A LA
(in REbold borders)
every
CHERCHE DU TEMPS contains
PERDU’
digit, 1 to 9.
BY MARCEL PROUST CONFor strategies
on how to solve
TAINS AN ESTIMATED
Sudoku, visit

DYK?

09/24/21

9,609,000 CHARACTERS,
sudoku.org.uk
MAKING
THEGroup.
LONGEST
© 2021 IT
The Mepham
Distributed by
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
BOOK IN THE WORLD.
FACT COURTESY OF COSMOPOLITAN.COM

DC Video Weekly Recap

By Margit Christenson
©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
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Virginia looks to
Jets’ Wilson next target for
rebound vs Wake
Denver’s defensive guru Fangio
Forest after tough loss
(AP) — Virginia is eager to get
back on the field after allowing
59 points and 699 yards in a 5939 loss against No. 21 North Carolina.
The problem for the Cavaliers
(2-1, 0-1 Atlantic Coast Conference) is that the opportunity comes against Wake Forest,
which has won four straight in
the series.
The Demon Deacons (3-0, 1-0)
are off to their fourth 3-0 start
under eighth-year coach Dave
Clawson after a third straight
easy win to start the season.
They are coming off a 35-14 win
against a Florida State team that
is 0-3 for the first time since the
late Bobby Bowden’s first season
in 1976.
But Clawson isn’t having
trouble citing areas needing improvement. He found the uncharacteristic eight penalties
for 74 yards against FSU “bothersome,” along with four turnovers through three games after
having one through the first seven games last year.
“At times the ball security isn’t
what it needs to be,” Clawson
said. “But you always enjoy fixing those things after a win.”

Still, he had plenty to feel good
about in terms of how the Demon Deacons handled their ACC
opener.
“I just think our players just
understood the importance of
that game,” Clawson said. “The
first two weeks we played well
and we won, but we knew the
level of competition was going to
be a step up.”
Virginia was dominant against
William & Mary and Illinois, but
it’s opener in the Atlantic Coast
Conference
was
alarmingly
poor. Coach Bronco Mendenhall
said the way it unfolded can be a
positive going forward.
“If you can get the lessons
exposed and what needs to be
improved early, early on, man,
that gives us the best chance
to recover and go forward,” he
said, noting that the Tar Heels
had a similar experience in a
season-opening loss at Virginia
Tech.
“Yeah, some definite weaknesses exposed, some overestimations on my part of where we
were after two weeks, and so the
urgency on a short week to get
it all applied, yeah, the time is
now,” he said.

Virginia coach Bronco Mendenhall watches during the first half of the
team’s NCAA college football game against North Carolina in Chapel
Hill, N.C., Saturday, Sept. 18, 2021.
(AP PHOTO/GERRY BROOME)

Denver Broncos head coach Vic Fangio, left, and Jacksonville Jaguars head coach Urban Meyer greet each
other before an NFL football game, Sunday, Sept. 19, 2021, in Jacksonville, Fla.
(AP PHOTO/STEPHEN B. MORTON)

DENVER (AP) — Justin Simmons’ favorite part of facing a
rookie quarterback? That’s easy.
“I guess the confusion, especially with Vic’s defense,” the
Broncos’ star safety said of the
dizzying schemes cooked up by
Denver coach Vic Fangio.
They’re quirky and complex —
and equally difficult for his own
players to master as they are for
opposing QBs to decipher.
Zach Wilson of the Jets (0-2)
gets next crack at beating the
Broncos’ hybrid coverages that
combine zone and man concepts
disguised by defenders that
chill until the instant the ball is
snapped.
“A lot of the time, we’re giving you the look that you’re seeing, and a lot of time, we’re not.
I think that’s part of the game
within the game,” said Simmons, who embraces his role
of giving the quarterback “false
information so he doesn’t know

pre-snap where he’s going with
the football.”
“All that sounds great, but you
have to have the guys to be able
to do it,” Simmons added.
At last, the Broncos do.
Despite injuries to three defensive starters, they have a terrific
pass rush led by Von Miller; a
stout D-line anchored by Shelby
Harris; an emerging linebacking
corps featuring Alexander Johnson; and a secondary second to
none in the league.
The Broncos (2-0) face the second overall pick in the NFL draft
this weekend, one week after
throttling the No. 1 overall pick,
Jacksonville’s Trevor Lawrence,
whom they intercepted twice
and held to 118 yards on 14-of-33
passing.
Wilson was intercepted four
times in a loss to New England
and his paltry passer rating of
37.2 was essentially identical to
Lawrence’s 37.0.

With Wilson his latest trophy, Bill Belichick improved to
22-6 against rookie quarterbacks
and Fangio improved to 18-9 as
a defensive coordinator or head
coach against rookie QBs.
That includes 7-2 since his
great 2018 Bears defense whose
blueprints Belichick used to
thump the Rams in the Super
Bowl that year.
“Yeah, a couple of the best
right there,” Wilson said.
“Vic, he’s another one of those
guys who just is a savant with
defense,” concurred Jets firstyear head coach Robert Saleh.
“And he’s always been at the
front in terms of scheme and all
that stuff, so a ton of respect for
him.
“And it’s going to be exciting
to see Zach,” Saleh said, adding
that while it’s tough for a rookie
to begin his career against some
of the best defenses in the league,
“he’s going to learn a lot from it.”

Cal and Washington meet for 100th time to
open Pac-12 play
SEATTLE (AP) — California
coach Justin Wilcox and Washington coach Jimmy Lake both finished
off the nonconference portion of
their schedules with major unknowns.
For Wilcox, it’s worries on the defensive side. For Lake, it’s concerns
about the offense.
The two coaches hope to start
gaining some clarity beginning Saturday night when the Golden Bears
and Huskies meet in the Pac-12 Conference opener for both teams.
Both teams picked up their first
wins of the season last week, with
Washington (1-2) routing Arkansas
State 52-3 and California (1-2) knocking off Sacramento State 42-30. They
were games both teams should have

and did win with ease but still didn’t
resolve the issues that emerged the
first two weeks.
California’s defense couldn’t stop
Nevada’s late rally in the opener
then gave up three touchdowns
of 30 yards or more and allowed
20 second-half points in a loss to
TCU in Week 2. Washington’s offense, meanwhile, slogged to just
seven points in the opening loss to
Montana and managed a measly 10
points in the Week 2 loss at Michigan.
“We just have to execute better,”
Wilcox said. “Right now we’re playing much better in the first quarter
than we are the rest of the game.”
Both teams are hoping for a different experience from two years ago,

the last time the schools played. A
2½-hour lightning delay during the
first quarter led to a night of wondering whether the game would
even be completed. The game finally
resumed at 10:30 p.m. and ended at
1:22 a.m., after Greg Thomas’ 17-yard
field goal with 8 seconds left gave the
Bears a 20-19 win.
“Remember how awkward that
was?,” Lake said. “I’ve been around
it before. It’s happened a ton down
in Tampa Bay. That’s the lightning
capital of the world, if you didn’t
know that. So, I’ve had a ton of delays before. But this one was unique
because it lasted so long.”
Wilcox remembered having staffers make peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches for players to snack on

during the delay.

lan, who had 10 catches for 175 yards.

UNDER CENTER
Washington and California are
looking for repeat performances
from their quarterbacks after last
week’s success.
California quarterback Chase
Garbers threw for 288 yards and
two touchdowns, and added another 68 yards rushing in the win
over Sacramento State. He has yet
to throw a touchdown in two career
games against the Huskies.
Washington QB Dylan Morris
seemed to snap out of a funk against
Arkansas State. Morris was 23 of 39
for a career-high 367 yards and three
touchdowns, and was helped by the
return of wide receiver Jalen McMil-

MORE MCGREW
One of the big surprises from
the first two weeks of the season
was Washington not using veteran
running back Sean McGrew. That
changed against Arkansas State
as McGrew was the Huskies’ No.
2 option behind Richard Newton.
McGrew ended up finding the end
zone twice on runs of 13 and 2 yards.
McGrew finished with six carries for
31 yards.
“We have a wealth of running
backs that can get the job done. In
this game plan, we were able to get
more running backs in there, and
Sean seized the opportunity and
made some plays,” Lake said.

No. 23 Auburn seeking to rebound against Georgia State
(AP) — The Auburn Tigers are
hoping to once again enjoy the comforts of home as heavy favorites.
The 23rd-ranked Tigers return
to Jordan-Hare Stadium for another home game that appears to be a
mismatch, hosting Georgia State on
Saturday. They’re favored by 26.5
points and that’s tight compared to
the first two home games, a 60-10
win over Akron and 62-0 over FCS
Alabama State.
But now they return following
a 28-20 loss at No. 6 Penn State in
not only their first road venture,
but the Tigers’ first Power Five opponent. It was also the first loss of
coach Bryan Harsin’s tenure on the
Plains.
“You’ve got to move on and you
can’t let the last game beat you
twice,” Harsin said. “You’ve got to
move on, but you’ve got to let some
of that sting and understanding
that you didn’t do well enough. ...
You don’t go out there and do the
same thing.”

It’s certainly not the same level
of competition. But Georgia State
(1-3) is coming off its first win of the
season against previously unbeaten
Charlotte.
The Panthers are already facing
their second ranked team, losing
59-17 at No. 21 North Carolina. The
Tigers are led by quarterback Bo
Nix, tailback Tank Bigsby and a
strong running game and run defense.
“They’re big, they’re physical,
they’re talented,” Georgia State
coach Shawn Elliott said. “They’ve
got kind of the pick of the litter.
They are Auburn. They’re athletic. It’s just who they are. It’s what
they’re about, the SEC.”
FACING SEC AGAIN
Georgia State’s last game against
an SEC team was memorable: a
38-30 win at Tennessee in the 2019
opener. It was the program’s first
win over a Power Five team.
Elliott said that Tennessee team

had “some obvious holes” and
there’s little comparison with Auburn.
“It’s two totally different scenarios,” he said. “I don’t think just because they’ve got a big old stadium
over there and they like to cheer
and there’s going to be a little (pregame) eagle flyover, I don’t think
we’re all going to be just shellshocked and look up there and go,
‘Oh my gosh.’
“It’s a football contest so we’ll go
play it just like every other football
contest.”
SHIVERS RETURN
Bigsby and freshman Jarquez
Hunter are both off to terrific starts
in Auburn’s backfield. They’re expected to get some reinforcement
with the return of Shaun Shivers,
who missed the last two games for
undisclosed reasons.
“It’s really good to have him
back,” Harsin said. “He’s an energy
guy. He’s a vibe guy.”

Auburn wide receiver Shedrick Jackson (11) attempts to secure a
catch against his helmet as Penn State cornerback Joey Porter Jr. (9)
defends during the second half of an NCAA college football game in
State College, Pa., Saturday, Sept.18, 2021. Penn State won 28-20. 		
(AP PHOTO/BARRY REEGER)
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Photo of the Day | Riding high

Two UConn field hockey players share a celebratory piggyback ride after a hard-fought 2-1 win against the Harvard Crimson at the Sherman Family Sports Complex this past Sunday, Sept. 19. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUCK, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Utah, Washington St facing critical questions on offense
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Creating an identity on offense is the
biggest dilemma facing Utah entering Pac-12 play.
The Utes (1-2) head into their
Pac-12 opener against Washington State (1-2, 0-1 Pac-12) on
Saturday with a ton of question
marks on that side of the ball.
Utah ranks eighth in the league
in total offense (372.3 yards per
game) and scoring offense (29.3
points per game). The Utes put up
gaudy numbers in a season-opening win over Weber State but
struggled to extend drives in
back-to-back losses to BYU and
San Diego State.
Consistently moving the chains
is essential in a league filled with
potent offenses.
“That’s the most important
question we have in our program right now,” Utah coach Kyle
Whittingham said. “We haven’t
really been as physical running
the football as we anticipated
we were going to be. We’re not
throwing the football for as much
production as we need to. We’re
not throwing it badly, but we’re

not getting out of it what we need
to in order to win games.”
Cameron Rising could be a catalyst for helping the Utes reverse
course.
Rising replaced Charlie Brewer
at quarterback late in the third
quarter of Utah’s 33-31 loss to
the Aztecs. He led a fourth-quarter comeback and helped the
Utes score touchdowns on three
straight drives to push the game
into triple overtime. The redshirt
sophomore threw for 153 yards
and three touchdowns and added
46 yards on five carries.
Now Rising is the starter going
forward. He’s confident Utah can
still be a factor in the Pac-12.
“We got everything we need on
this team right now,” Rising said.
“Just need to make sure we go out
there and play with swagger from
the get go.”
Washington State faces its own
quarterback dilemma. Jayden de
Laura remains day-to-day after
suffering an injury late in the
first half in a 45-14 loss to USC.
De Laura returned for a few second-half plays before backups

Cammon Cooper and Victor Gabalis took over.
If he can’t go, Jarrett Guarantano could get the nod Saturday.
Guarantano started the season
opener against Utah State before
missing the Cougars’ last two
games with an injury.
After Washington State totaled
just 87 yards against USC while
De Laura was on the sidelines,
the Cougars are concerned about
keeping pace with Utah on both
sides of the ball.
“They have a defense-minded
head coach. They have a reputation of being physical, tough.
They’ve got experienced playmakers on offense, too,” Washington State coach Nick Rolovich
said. “You would assume they
are considered a defense-minded
team, but they are not opposed to
being explosive and putting some
points on the board.”
BREWER EXITS
After losing the starting quarterback job to Rising, Brewer left
the Utah football program Tuesday. The senior transfer from

Baylor was named starting quarterback at the end of fall camp
and made three starts for the
Utes. He totaled 484 yards, three
touchdowns, and three interceptions.
The offense increasingly sputtered until Brewer was finally
benched against San Diego State.
He completed only 56% of his
passes over his final two games
and averaged just 4.8 yards per
attempt.
Before transferring to Utah,
Brewer threw for 9,700 yards and
25 touchdowns in four seasons at
Baylor and led the Bears to the
2020 Sugar Bowl.
STAYING AHEAD
Washington State’s loss to USC
marked the fourth time in seven games under Rolovich that
the Cougars squandered a double-digit lead. One of those times
came against Utah last season.
Utah rallied behind backup quarterback Drew Lisk to beat Washington State 45-28 after being
down 28-7 at halftime.
It doesn’t matter who starts the

fight,” Rolovich said. “We need to
be better at finishing the fight.”
KICKING STRUGGLES
Utah’s Jadon Redding is enduring some uncharacteristic struggles after ranking high in the
Pac-12 in multiple kicking categories last season. Redding went
8-of-8 on field goals and 17-of-17
on PATs a year ago. This season,
he has missed a pair of PATs
and a pair of field-goal attempts
through his first three games.
Whittingham believes Redding
will get back on track.
“He’s a mentally tough kid,”
Whittingham said. “With kickers, you have to forget.”
TAKEAWAY SUCCESS
Creating turnovers has been an
area of strength for Washington
State this season. The Cougars
rank second in the Pac-12 with
seven total takeaways — four interceptions and three fumble recoveries — through three games.
Washington State led the Pac-12
with eight forced fumbles a year
ago.

Arizona St, Colorado try to shake mistakes in Pac-12 opener
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Arizona
State’s offense has had a problem with moving backward. The
issue for Colorado is its offense
isn’t moving much at all.
Saturday’s Pac-12 opener offers a shot at redemption for one
of them.
Arizona State (2-1) was called
for a whopping 16 penalties for
121 yards in its 27-17 loss to BYU
last weekend. It was a surprising lack of discipline for the Sun
Devils, who have a veteran team.
The loss caused them to fall
out of the AP Top 25 for the first
time this season. Coach Herm
Edwards said the Sun Devils
still have a great roster, but it’s
hard to overcome that many setbacks.
“It was really us, we played
against us,” Edwards said. “We
put ourselves in bad positions,
offensively and defensively. We
gave them yards that weren’t
earned by them making a play; it
was by us misfiring or making a
silly penalty.
“Those are the hidden yards
that add up on you, when you
play a good team and you give
them another possession when
you should be off the field, and
then give them 15 more yards.”
Colorado (1-2) is coming off an
embarrassing 30-0 home loss to
Minnesota. The Buffaloes gained
just 63 total yards — eighth-fewest in school history — and have
scored just seven points over the
past two games.

Second-year coach Karl Dorrell said he’s trying to be patient
with his growing program. He
added that he hopes to get back
to a run-based approach with
veteran backs Jarek Broussard
and Alex Fontenot.
“We’re going to work through
all the dynamics of everything

we’re doing,” Dorrell said. “I’m
going to show my face in the offensive room a little bit more. I’m
going to try to help the process
and be a helping hand.”
IMPROVING DANIELS
Arizona State quarterback
Jayden Daniels had some good

moments in the loss to BYU,
completing 21 of 29 passes for
265 yards. Those numbers could
have been even better if it weren’t
for some ill-timed penalties.
Daniels is completing 73% of
his passes this season.
“I think that’s how you have to
move the ball at times, you have

Arizona State quarterback Jayden Daniels (5) looks on from the sidelines in the second half during an NCAA
college football game against BYU Saturday, Sept. 18, 2021, in Provo, Utah. 		
(AP PHOTO/RICK BOWMER)

to hit some big explosive plays,”
Edwards said. “We know we can
have some explosive runs but we
need some explosive plays in the
passing game. That always helps
you and it gets the offense excited as well.”
QUARTERBACK OPTION
The Buffs are using two freshmen quarterbacks in Brendon
Lewis and Drew Carter.
Lewis was 8 of 16 passing for
55 yards against Minnesota. Carter relieved him later in the game
and completed 4 of 8 passes for
27 yards.
Dorrell said Carter gave Colorado a slight spark when he
was under center and there’s a
chance he will play more against
Arizona State.
“You notice he can throw the
ball very well, very effectively,”
Dorrell said. “He’s got a great
arm. It’s just getting those reps
of understanding what defenses are doing and being able to
go through his progressions. He
understands the run game pretty well.”
Colorado’s offense is averaging
just 91 passing yards per game,
which ranks 129th in the country.
GROUND GAME
Daniels has made Arizona
State’s offense well-rounded
during his three years with the
program but there’s little doubt
Edwards loves to run the ball.
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Field Hockey: Another challenging weekend ahead for the Huskies
by Jonathan Synott
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

Another weekend, another two
Top 25 matchups for the UConn
field hockey team.
After a slow 2-4 start to the season, the No. 15 Huskies hit their
stride last weekend, going 2-0
against two ranked opponents at
home — including Big East rival
Old Dominion. This slow start
can partly be attributed to a tough
schedule, which had the Huskies
playing seven of their eight games
against ranked teams.
This squad is finally turning a
corner, however, and will look to
continue its winning streak against
No. 13 Liberty this Friday and No. 7
North Carolina this Sunday, both
on the road.
The Flames (5-2) are on a two
game winning streak as well, beating Big East members Georgetown
and William and Mary by a cumulative score of 7-1. Their only losses
thus far occurred in back-to-back
games, when Liberty fell to No. 5
Northwestern and No. 6 Louisville
a few weeks ago. Besides these
two squads, the Flames faced only
one other ranked opponent: No. 25
Stanford, whom they easily handled 5-1 early in the year. They can
take care of lesser programs, but
a quality Top 15 win has yet to be
seen.
Liberty is led by Jill Bolton and
Jodie Conolly, who were each
named to the Big East honor roll
this past week. Bolton tallied a
goal in each of the Flames’ past two

After a hard-fought back-and-forth battle the Huskies defeat the Harvard Crimson in a shootout at the
Sherman Family Sports Complex this past Sunday, Sept 19. UConn senior Abby Gooderham and sophomore
Aiyi Young scored in the shootout to help lead the Huskies to a 2-1 victory over the Crimson. The Huskies
will travel to Liberty University to play their next game Friday, Sept. 24 at 3 p.m. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUCK, STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

games, as well as an assist against
William and Mary. Besides adding a goal and an assist this past
weekend herself, Conolly played a
big role in the defense’s successful
weekend as well. If UConn hopes
to continue their recent hot streak,
they will need to contain these two
impact players on Friday.
The defending national champion Tar Heels (4-3) have taken a lit-

tle fall from grace, dropping three
games early on in the year. The
upside? All three of those teams
(Iowa, Michigan, and St. Joseph’s)
are ranked in the top eight in the
country, with Michigan and Iowa
holding the No. 1 and No. 2 spots,
respectively. They are undoubtedly
still a skilled team, and not one that
the Huskies should underestimate.
Their biggest win of the season

Minnesota’s shutoutemboldened ‘D’ pivots
to Bowling Green

Minnesota linebacker Jack Gibbens, top, wraps up Colorado running back Ashaad Clayton after a short
gain in the second half of an NCAA college football game Saturday, Sept. 18, 2021, in Boulder, Colo. Minnesota
won 30-0.
(AP PHOTO/DAVID ZALUBOWSKI)

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — After a
troubling amount of long-gain lapses
in the first two games of the season
following a rough 2020, Minnesota’s
defense needed a change in mindset.
The message was simple: “We
needed to go out there and have fun,”
coach P.J. Fleck said.
There hardly could have been a
more satisfying experience for the
Gophers than last weekend, with a
shutout on the road against a power conference foe — the first time all
those boxes were checked since a victory at Illinois in 1977.
The meager net yards total (63)
mustered by Colorado was the lowest by any FBS team in the last four
years. Only twice in program history
has Minnesota surrendered less than
that.
“All three levels, just being super
detailed in their assignments and
then playing physical and flying to
the ball. I felt like we tackled really
well,” linebacker Jack Gibbens said,
reflecting on the 30-0 victory that
stretched Minnesota’s nonconference winning streak to 21 games in
a row that’s by far the longest active
run in the FBS.
The Buffaloes managed only six

first downs.
“It was definitely a lot of pride,”
cornerback Coney Durr said. “I feel
like once we got to the third quarter,
we kind of had a feeling that we could
shut them out.”
The Gophers (2-1) have turned
their attention to Bowling Green (1-2),
the opponent for their homecoming
game on Saturday. They’re 31-point
favorites, according to FanDuel
Sportsbook.
“We’re super excited about the
way that we played last week, but
that has no bearing on how we play
next week,” said Gibbens, emphasizing the Fleck-driven mantra that
momentum doesn’t matter. “Just because we had a good week last week,
that doesn’t promise anything next
week.”
RUSH HOUR
After going without a sack in
their first two games, the Gophers
broke through with their pass rush.
Defensive ends Boye Mafe, the fifthyear standout, and the aptly named
Thomas Rush each had two sacks at
Colorado. Rush, who’s in his fourth
season with the program, was moved
up last year from linebacker and is

still getting his feet set at the new
spot.
“The more he plays it the better
he’s going to be,” Fleck said.
CATCHING UP
Even with an established quarterback in Tanner Morgan, the Gophers
have only attempted 17 passes in each
of the last two games. They’re more
than content to keep the ball on the
ground, behind their massive and experienced offensive line, when they
have the lead.
The return of wide receiver Chris
Autman-Bell from an ankle injury that kept him out of the first two
games can only help increase their
productivity through the air. Transfer Dylan Wright has stood out as a
go-to target early, and the Gophers
are counting on continued development from sophomore Daniel Jackson.
“This is about a learning experience. The minute that play is over,
‘What did I learn? What did I gather?’” Fleck said. “Boom, got it, next
play, let’s go. That’s with young players in general. The faster they can get
better at that, the better they’re going
to be.”

came a few weeks ago, when UNC
took down then No. 13 Princeton by
a score of 4-1, its lowest margin of
victory so far this year. When this
team wins, it obliterates its opponent. One key thing to note, however, is that this team has zero shutouts on the year.
North Carolina’s offense is spearheaded by Erin Matson, the national leader in goals per game. The

2020 All-American leads the Tar
Heels in goals with 10, assists with
six, and points with 26 thus far.
Including what Matson brings to
the table, UNC boasts a third-best
scoring average per game, putting
an average of 4.57 balls in the back
of the net each contest. Expect Sunday’s matchup to be a high scoring
affair.
The Huskies are currently led by
freshman Sophia Ugo, whose three
goals, one assist, and seven points
are the most on the team. She came
especially close to scoring in both
games this weekend, and hopes to
add a few on the road. Preseason
all-conference player Abby Gooderham has taken the most shots of
any Husky so far but has yet to convert. She is definitely very talented,
and it is only a matter of time until
she notches her first goal of the season.
UConn goalkeeper Cheyenne
Sprecher has been nothing but
dominant all year, and her recent
efforts against ODU and Harvard
have earned her extra recognition
as the Big East Defensive Player of
the Week. Besides having two shutout performances against ranked
teams and four saves in each game,
Sprecher was also a brick wall in
Sunday’s penalty shootout. In five
attempts on net, she stopped four,
leading the Huskies to their biggest
win of the season thus far. With
a plethora of elite scorers on the
schedule’s horizon, Sprecher will
need to keep up her dominance if
UConn has any shot at sweeping its
second weekend in a row.

Syracuse, MEAC
agree to 10-year
partnership on and
off field
(AP) — In the dead of winter
Syracuse athletic director John
Wildhack was brainstorming
about the future and how to make
some sort of social impact through
sports.
“My thought was, is there a
chance for us to maybe schedule
our nonconference with a little
more purpose in some instances?”
Wildhack said.
That was in February and Wildhack, a former executive at ESPN,
immediately thought of Dennis
Thomas, commissioner of the
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference, a group of historically Black
colleges and universities in the
Southeast and Mid-Atlantic. Wildhack floated the idea of an alliance
with the MEAC that would include
athletic competition, seminars on
athletic compliance and fundraising, visiting professorships and an
internship exchange.
Thomas embraced it.
“We both agreed that it shouldn’t
be about just games,” said Thomas, who is retiring at the end of the
year but plans to stay involved.
“It should be about professional
development. It should be about
internships. It should be about
sharing expertise, all those kinds
of things that we think are a great
convergence and synergy for our
institutions and Syracuse University.”
The agreement was announced
Thursday. The first game in the
partnership features the Syracuse
women’s basketball team hosting
Morgan State in November. A contract also has been signed for Syracuse to play Morgan State in football in 2029. The goal is to schedule
up to 50 contests involving several
sports.
“I’m thrilled that this idea has
become reality,” Wildhack said.
“Sports has always been one of the
avenues to unify people. In some
small way I hope that’s one of the
outcomes of this.”
The MEAC was formed in 1970.
Schools in the conference this
year include Delaware State, Morgan State, Howard, Norfolk State,
North Carolina Central and South
Carolina State as well as non-football-playing members Maryland
Eastern Shore and Coppin State.
“I want our student-athletes

who are going to compete against
MEAC schools to learn about
those schools, about HBCUs and
the importance they play in higher
education,” Wildhack said. “I want
that to be a part of their experience
here at Syracuse.”
The agreement comes as HBCUs have seen an influx of former
professional athletes into their
coaching ranks. “Prime Time” Deion Sanders, a Pro Football Hall
of Famer, is the football coach at
Jackson State at age 54; former
Ohio State star and 1995 Heisman
Trophy winner Eddie George is at
Tennessee State; and Mo Williams,
an NBA All-Star in his playing
days, begins his second season as
men’s basketball coach at Alabama
State.
“I look at this as just kind of
the start of this relationship, and
I think it will lead to more areas
where we can collaborate,” Wildhack said. “The history of the
HBCUs is a very, very important
element of higher education in the
United States. We’ve got a long,
distinguished history at the university in terms of integration.
Hopefully, this is an extension of
that.”
Syracuse has had an array of
Black football players who excelled
while coping with the endemic
racism of American society. The
list includes Wilmeth Sidat-Singh,
a quarterback and the first star
Black athlete at the school in the
1930s; Bernie Custis, who quarterbacked the Orange from 1948-50
and became the first Black professional quarterback in the modern era, playing for the Hamilton
Tiger-Cats of the Canadian Football League; Jim Brown, regarded as one of the greatest football
players of all time, who starred at
Syracuse in the mid-1950s and has
been praised for his leadership in
the African-American community;
and former Orange tailback Ernie
Davis, the first Black player to win
the Heisman Trophy (1961).
The university’s history also includes the so-called Syracuse 8, a
group of nine players on the football team who boycotted the 1970
season because of a lack of diversity on the coaching staff, academic
slights and other forms of discrimination.
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UConn travels to the Windy City, takes on Depaul
by Jacob Sondik
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
jacob.sondik@uconn.edu

Fresh off a hard-fought home
win against Dartmouth earlier this week, the UConn men’s
soccer team will continue its Big
East gauntlet against DePaul
Saturday afternoon in Chicago.
In their last game on the road,
the Huskies fell 1-0 to the Butler Bulldogs in their conference
opener They will have their
hands full again, as DePaul has
also won four of its first six
games.
The Blue Demons are led by
Jack Richards, who has led the
way with 4 goals and 9 points in
this young season. Marek Gonda
will also be a key contributor in
this contest, trailing Richards
closely behind with 3 goals of
his own. DePaul is also well-anchored on the defensive end, as
goalkeeper Gandhi Cruz has
notched more than four saves
per game in the season’s initial
stretch, saving 81% of the shots
that have come his way.
UConn will look to impose its
will on the road and play with a
controlled amount of physicality, with an eye towards winning
the foul battle like it did last
time out against Dartmouth. Led

by Jayden Reid’s hot start in the
scoring and passing games, the
Huskies are looking to establish
an early lead in only its second
road game of the year.
Reid is surrounded by offensive weapons across the board,
with Okem Chime and Moussa
Wade (last game’s hero) as well
as a supporting cast of Mateo
Leveque and Dominic Laws also
chipping in goals of their own to
power UConn to their own good
start.
While
goalkeeper
Jahmali Waite has not been tested as
much in terms of saves compared
to DePaul’s Cruz (only 12 saves),
the graduate student from Philadelphia will look to keep up
his hot stretch of clean sheets
after notching four already this
season. The Huskies will look
to keep the amount of opportunities for Waite as they take
their talents on the road against
DePaul. The Huskies and Blue
Demons have split their four
lifetime meetings 2-2, with UConn taking the last matchup 4-0
before moving to the American
Athletic Conference a decade
ago.
Kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m.
ET Saturday at Chicago’s Wish
Field.

Monmouth senior Liam McGregor (2) and Huskies sophomore Thomas Decottignies (33) ascend into the air
after leaping up for a header during a matchup on Sept. 11 at Joseph J. Morrone Stadium, with UConn ultimately capturing the electrifying 1-0 overtime victory. PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUK, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

UConn football to face Wyoming
by Ashton Stansel
SPORTS EDITOR
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

The Huskies suffer a tough tackle from Purdue on Saturday, Sept. 11.
They take on Wyoming at Rentschler Field on Saturday, Sept. 25 at 3:30
p.m. PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

It has not been a good season for
the University of Connecticut football team.
The team is currently sitting at
0-4, including a loss to FCS member
Holy Cross. Most recently, it lost its
second road game of the season to
Army, a 52-21 loss that was impressive only because managed to keep
the Black Knights from covering the
35-point spread.
Wyoming, which is 3-0 and won
its last game by 33 points, will go
into this game as a 30.5 point favorite. And while it’s true that the
Cowboys’ last game wasn’t exactly
against a well-known team — Ball
State University is no Alabama —
this is still the UConn team that lost
to Holy Cross, which lost to Merrimack.
Wyoming’s quarterback, Sean

Chambers, has averaged over 200
passing yards per game so far this
season. Chambers has thrown four
touchdowns to one interception,
and he has scored another two
touchdowns with his feet.
UConn’s
quarterback
situation has felt a little like it could be
summed up by saying, “Let’s put
a bunch of names in a hat and see
what happens.” The team is on its
third quarterback in five games after
a disappointing start to the season
by Jack Zergiotis and Steven Krajewski’s sub-100-yard passing performance against Purdue.
UConn’s new quarterback Tyler
Phommachanh was perhaps one
of just a few glimmers of hope last
weekend. Phommachanh, a freshman from Stratford, Conn., was
put in to replace both Zergiotis and
Krajewski, who struggled in the first
three games of the season.
The freshman showed more than
most expected, getting a total of 169
yards and two rushing touchdowns.
However, Phommachanh’s biggest
downfall, despite his statistics, was

far worse than both Army quarterbacks who played.
Now, UConn turns to a home
game — the first for Phommachanh. Since the last home game for
the Huskies ended in a 49-0 beatdown by Purdue, they will certainly
be trying to put up at least a tiny bit
more of a fight. This would be a good
game for Phommachanh to show
some life and manage a better performance than what his predecessors this season have put on.
There are no games that are truly
consequential for the Huskies this
season; they’re a team without a permanent coach. They’re a team with
three quarterbacks in a month, one
of which — the running back with
the fourth-most yards in UConn history — was demoted and replaced
with a freshman. But, even just scoring a touchdown or keeping it close
against an opponent would likely be
seen as a win for hopeful fans.
UConn will take on Wyoming at
3:30 p.m. Saturday at Rentschler
Field. The game will be broadcast on
CBS.

Women’s volleyball hopes to start strong in Big East play
by Dylan Haviland
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
dylan.haviland@uconn.edu

A week after sweeping the Dog
Pound Challenge, the University
of Connecticut women’s volleyball
team will host Seton Hall and St.
John’s to open up Big East Conference play.
Junior Allie Garland is coming
off an MVP performance from this
past week, and she had the honor
of being named to the conference’s
honor roll. Meanwhile, senior
Caylee Parker is fresh off a historic weekend herself, as she became
the 14th player in team history to
record 1,000 career kills.
The first matchup of the weekend will feature Seton Hall as
it faces off against the Huskies

in Gampel Pavilion. The Pirates
come into Big East play with an
8-6 record on the season following a three-set sweep of NJIT on
Tuesday. UConn is 20-12 all-time
against Seton Hall , and thhe Huskies must pay attention to two
particular Pirates if they want to
add to that winning record.
Sophomore Perri Lucas leads
the Seton Hall offense this season, averaging 2.92 kills per set,
and she is the only member of the
Pirates who has recorded more
than 100 kills this season (with
140). On the flip side, Amanda
Rachwal captains the defense.
She is third in the conference in
hitting percentage at .352, and second in blocks per set at 1.39. The
Huskies will have their hands full

all match as they look to start conference play with a win on Friday.
UConn will continue Big East
play on Saturday as they take on
St. John’s. After a slow start to the
season, the Red Storm have found
their stride, winning eight of their
last nine matches and sitting just
behind UConn and Villanova
for the fourth best winning percentage in the Big East. UConn’s
all-time record of 15-11 against
St. John’s will be challenged this
weekend by the Red Storm’s offensive duo.
Unlike the balance between
Seton Hall’s two stars, the Red
Storm is spearheaded by two offensive talents in Rachele Rastelli
and Tiziana Baumrukova. Rastelli leads the entire conference in

kills per set with 4.22, and she has
also recorded double-digit kills in
all but three of her matches this
season. Rastelli has benefitted
from an incredible assisting season from Baumrukova, who leads
the conference in assists per set at
11.13. Baumrukova has dished out
more than 40 assists eight times
this season. Senior Kennadie
Jake-Turner and the rest of UConn’s defense will have their skills
tested against this dangerous St.
John’s duo.
UConn will host Seton Hall at
7 p.m. Friday and St. John’s at 5
p.m. Saturday. Make sure to show
out for your Huskies this weekend as they begin their quest for
another postseason appearance
and a Big East Conference title.

Kennadie Jake-Turner sets the
ball. The Huskies are set to host
Seton Hall and St. John’s in the
upcoming Big East Conference.
PHOTO BY SOFIA SAWCHUK, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER/
THE DAILY CAMPUS

Women’s SoccerThursday

vs.
Field Hockey, Friday, 3 p.m.
Lynchburg, VA

vs.

0

3

vs.
Women’s Ice Hockey Friday, 6 p.m.
Storrs, CT
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@uconnbarstool

What’s better way to bring back
#goodboyfriday with Winston and his
UConn gear!
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13 Huskies in the WNBA playoffs. In a
word: greatness.
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UConn men’s basketball’s 2021-22 Big
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